Plugins tab
Overview
Use this tab to enable a speciﬁc Wiki Plugin
To Access
From the Editing and Plugins page, click the Plugins tab.

Related Topics
Wiki Plugin
List of Wiki Plugins
All Plugins
Wiki

Note
The plugins listed on this tab correspond the the PHP ﬂies in your
../lib/wiki_plugins/ directory. If you recently installed a new plugin, you may
need to clear the Tiki cache.

Option

Description

Default

Automatically approve wikiplugins on pages installed
by proﬁles

Some wiki-plugins require admin approval before they are
executable. If turned on, then all wiki-plugins that are on wiki
pages created via proﬁles are automatically approved.
 Make sure your proﬁles are not executable or editable by
untrusted users.

Disabled

Plugin pending approval
notiﬁcation

Send an email alert to users with permission to approve plugins
when a plugin approval is pending

Disabled

Default for img-ﬂuid class
used in the IMG plugin

Default option for whether an image produced with the IMG
plugin has the img-ﬂuid class - a plugin parameter allows this to
be overridden

Enabled

Maximum plugin parsing
passes

Aﬀects the number of wiki plugins that can be used. The default
of 500 allows for 1 plugin nested seven times, or 44 plugins
nested once. A value of 1200 is required for 1 eighth level
plugin.
 Setting this to a higher value than the default of 500 may
have performance implications. 

500 passes

Allow plugin-speciﬁc edits

Add an icon next to each plugin usage to enable editing the
plugin in a popup form, without needing to edit the whole page.
This feature is unavailable outside wiki pages, whether or not
this preference is enabled.

Enabled

Only display focused edit
icons (for sections and/or
plugins) on request

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned directly
from any wiki page.

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

GUI for the list plugin

Experimental GUI for the list plugin in popup plugin edit forms.
(listgui) 

Disabled

Plugin trackerlist converter

Button on trackerlist and trackerﬁlter plugins edit form to
convert them to use the list plugin instead. 

Disabled

Plugins tab of the textarea
control panel loads with an
empty list

Improve the performance of the textarea control panel by
avoiding the loading of all plugins initially
 Some plugins may not appear. When using the MySQL
engine, can have problems with short plugin names (for MyISAM,
those under "ft_min_word_len"). 

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Automatically approve wikiplugins on pages installed
by proﬁles

Some wiki-plugins require admin approval before they are
executable. If turned on, then all wiki-plugins that are on wiki
pages created via proﬁles are automatically approved.
 Make sure your proﬁles are not executable or editable by
untrusted users.

Disabled

Plugin pending approval
notiﬁcation

Send an email alert to users with permission to approve plugins
when a plugin approval is pending

Disabled

Default for img-ﬂuid class
used in the IMG plugin

Default option for whether an image produced with the IMG
plugin has the img-ﬂuid class - a plugin parameter allows this to
be overridden

Enabled

Maximum plugin parsing
passes

Aﬀects the number of wiki plugins that can be used. The default
of 500 allows for 1 plugin nested seven times, or 44 plugins
nested once. A value of 1200 is required for 1 eighth level
plugin.
 Setting this to a higher value than the default of 500 may
have performance implications. 

500 passes

Allow plugin-speciﬁc edits

Add an icon next to each plugin usage to enable editing the
plugin in a popup form, without needing to edit the whole page.
This feature is unavailable outside wiki pages, whether or not
this preference is enabled.

Enabled

Only display focused edit
icons (for sections and/or
plugins) on request

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned directly
from any wiki page.

Enabled

GUI for the list plugin

Experimental GUI for the list plugin in popup plugin edit forms.
(listgui) 

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Plugin trackerlist converter

Button on trackerlist and trackerﬁlter plugins edit form to
convert them to use the list plugin instead. 

Disabled

Plugins tab of the textarea
control panel loads with an
empty list

Improve the performance of the textarea control panel by
avoiding the loading of all plugins initially
 Some plugins may not appear. When using the MySQL
engine, can have problems with short plugin names (for MyISAM,
those under "ft_min_word_len"). 

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Automatically approve wikiplugins on pages installed
by proﬁles

Some wiki-plugins require admin approval before they are
executable. If turned on, then all wiki-plugins that are on wiki
pages created via proﬁles are automatically approved.
 Make sure your proﬁles are not executable or editable by
untrusted users.

Disabled

Plugin pending approval
notiﬁcation

Send an email alert to users with permission to approve plugins
when a plugin approval is pending

Disabled

Default for img-ﬂuid class
used in the IMG plugin

Default option for whether an image produced with the IMG
plugin has the img-ﬂuid class - a plugin parameter allows this to
be overridden

Enabled

Maximum plugin parsing
passes

Aﬀects the number of wiki plugins that can be used. The default
of 500 allows for 1 plugin nested seven times, or 44 plugins
nested once. A value of 1200 is required for 1 eighth level
plugin.
 Setting this to a higher value than the default of 500 may
have performance implications. 

500 passes

Allow plugin-speciﬁc edits

Add an icon next to each plugin usage to enable editing the
plugin in a popup form, without needing to edit the whole page.
This feature is unavailable outside wiki pages, whether or not
this preference is enabled.

Enabled

Only display focused edit
icons (for sections and/or
plugins) on request

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned directly
from any wiki page.

Enabled

GUI for the list plugin

Experimental GUI for the list plugin in popup plugin edit forms.
(listgui) 

Disabled

Plugin trackerlist converter

Button on trackerlist and trackerﬁlter plugins edit form to
convert them to use the list plugin instead. 

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Plugins tab of the textarea
control panel loads with an
empty list

Improve the performance of the textarea control panel by
avoiding the loading of all plugins initially
 Some plugins may not appear. When using the MySQL
engine, can have problems with short plugin names (for MyISAM,
those under "ft_min_word_len"). 

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Automatically approve wikiplugins on pages installed
by proﬁles

Some wiki-plugins require admin approval before they are
executable. If turned on, then all wiki-plugins that are on wiki
pages created via proﬁles are automatically approved.
 Make sure your proﬁles are not executable or editable by
untrusted users.

Disabled

Plugin pending approval
notiﬁcation

Send an email alert to users with permission to approve plugins
when a plugin approval is pending

Disabled

Default for img-ﬂuid class
used in the IMG plugin

Default option for whether an image produced with the IMG
plugin has the img-ﬂuid class - a plugin parameter allows this to
be overridden

Enabled

Maximum plugin parsing
passes

Aﬀects the number of wiki plugins that can be used. The default
of 500 allows for 1 plugin nested seven times, or 44 plugins
nested once. A value of 1200 is required for 1 eighth level
plugin.
 Setting this to a higher value than the default of 500 may
have performance implications. 

500 passes

Allow plugin-speciﬁc edits

Add an icon next to each plugin usage to enable editing the
plugin in a popup form, without needing to edit the whole page.
This feature is unavailable outside wiki pages, whether or not
this preference is enabled.

Enabled

Only display focused edit
icons (for sections and/or
plugins) on request

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned directly
from any wiki page.

Enabled

GUI for the list plugin

Experimental GUI for the list plugin in popup plugin edit forms.
(listgui) 

Disabled

Plugin trackerlist converter

Button on trackerlist and trackerﬁlter plugins edit form to
convert them to use the list plugin instead. 

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Plugins tab of the textarea
control panel loads with an
empty list

Improve the performance of the textarea control panel by
avoiding the loading of all plugins initially
 Some plugins may not appear. When using the MySQL
engine, can have problems with short plugin names (for MyISAM,
those under "ft_min_word_len"). 

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Automatically approve wikiplugins on pages installed
by proﬁles

Some wiki-plugins require admin approval before they are
executable. If turned on, then all wiki-plugins that are on wiki
pages created via proﬁles are automatically approved.
 Make sure your proﬁles are not executable or editable by
untrusted users.

Disabled

Plugin pending approval
notiﬁcation

Send an email alert to users with permission to approve plugins
when a plugin approval is pending

Disabled

Default for img-ﬂuid class
used in the IMG plugin

Default option for whether an image produced with the IMG
plugin has the img-ﬂuid class - a plugin parameter allows this to
be overridden

Enabled

Maximum plugin parsing
passes

Aﬀects the number of wiki plugins that can be used. The default
of 500 allows for 1 plugin nested seven times, or 44 plugins
nested once. A value of 1200 is required for 1 eighth level
plugin.
 Setting this to a higher value than the default of 500 may
have performance implications. 

500 passes

Allow plugin-speciﬁc edits

Add an icon next to each plugin usage to enable editing the
plugin in a popup form, without needing to edit the whole page.
This feature is unavailable outside wiki pages, whether or not
this preference is enabled.

Enabled

Only display focused edit
icons (for sections and/or
plugins) on request

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned directly
from any wiki page.

Enabled

GUI for the list plugin

Experimental GUI for the list plugin in popup plugin edit forms.
(listgui) 

Disabled

Plugin trackerlist converter

Button on trackerlist and trackerﬁlter plugins edit form to
convert them to use the list plugin instead. 

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Plugins tab of the textarea
control panel loads with an
empty list

Improve the performance of the textarea control panel by
avoiding the loading of all plugins initially
 Some plugins may not appear. When using the MySQL
engine, can have problems with short plugin names (for MyISAM,
those under "ft_min_word_len"). 

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Plugin pending approval
notiﬁcation

Send an email alert to users with permission to approve plugins
when a plugin approval is pending

Disabled

Default for img-ﬂuid class
used in the IMG plugin

Default option for whether an image produced with the IMG
plugin has the img-ﬂuid class - a plugin parameter allows this to
be overridden

Enabled

Maximum plugin parsing
passes

Aﬀects the number of wiki plugins that can be used. The default
of 500 allows for 1 plugin nested seven times, or 44 plugins
nested once. A value of 1200 is required for 1 eighth level
plugin.
 Setting this to a higher value than the default of 500 may
have performance implications. 

500 passes

Allow plugin-speciﬁc edits

Add an icon next to each plugin usage to enable editing the
plugin in a popup form, without needing to edit the whole page.
This feature is unavailable outside wiki pages, whether or not
this preference is enabled.

Enabled

Only display focused edit
icons (for sections and/or
plugins) on request

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned directly
from any wiki page.

Enabled

GUI for the list plugin

Experimental GUI for the list plugin in popup plugin edit forms.
(listgui) 

Disabled

Plugin trackerlist converter

Button on trackerlist plugin edit form to convert it to use the list
plugin instead. 

Disabled

Plugins tab of the textarea
control panel loads with an
empty list

Improve the performance of the textarea control panel by
avoiding the loading of all plugins initially
 Some plugins may not appear. When using the MySQL engine,
can have problems with short plugin names (for MyISAM, those
under "ft_min_word_len"). 

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Plugin pending approval
notiﬁcation

Send an email alert to users with permission to approve plugins
when a plugin approval is pending

Disabled

Default for img-responsive
class used in the IMG plugin

Default option for whether an image produced with the IMG
plugin has the img-responsive class - a plugin parameter allows
this to be overridden

Enabled

Maximum plugin parsing
passes

Aﬀects the number of wiki plugins that can be used. The default
of 500 allows for 1 plugin nested seven times, or 44 plugins
nested once. A value of 1200 is required for 1 eighth level
plugin.
 Setting this to a higher value than the default of 500 may
have performance implications. 

500 passes

Allow plugin-speciﬁc edits

Adds an icon next to each plugin usage which enables to edit
that plugin call via a popup form, without needing to edit its
whole container. This feature is unavailable outside wiki pages,
whether or not this preference is enabled.

Enabled

Only display focused edit
icons (for sections and/or
plugins) on request

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned directly
from any wiki page.

Enabled

GUI for the list plugin

Experimental GUI for the List plugin, which is displayed in a
popup form. (listgui) 

Disabled

Plugins tab of the textarea
control panel loads with an
empty list

Improve the performance of the textarea control panel by
avoiding the loading of all plugins initially
 Some plugins may not appear. When using the MySQL
engine, can have problems with short plugin names (for
MyISAM, those under "ft_min_word_len"). 

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Plugin pending approval
notiﬁcation

Send an email alert to users with permission to approve plugins
when a plugin approval is pending

Disabled

Default for img-responsive
class used in the IMG plugin

Default option for whether an image produced with the IMG
plugin has the img-responsive class - a plugin parameter allows
this to be overridden

Enabled

Maximum plugin parsing
passes

Aﬀects the number of wiki plugins that can be used. The default
of 500 allows for 1 plugin nested seven times, or 44 plugins
nested once. A value of 1200 is required for 1 eighth level plugin.
 Setting this to a higher value than the default of 500 may
have performance implications. 

500 passes

Option

Description

Default

Enable edit plugin icons

Enables editing a plugin, via a popup form, without needing to
edit the whole page. It can be disabled for individual plugins.
Requires JavaScript

Enabled

Toggle display of section
and plugin edit icons

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned directly
from any wiki page.

Enabled

GUI for the list plugin

Experimental GUI for the list plugin in popup plugin edit forms.
(listgui) 

Disabled

Use uniﬁed search for
plugins

Avoids loading all plugins on the textarea control panel, but
when using the MySQL engine can have problems with short
plugin names due to “ft_min_word_len”.
 This is an experimental feature - some plugins may not
appear. 

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Plugin pending approval
notiﬁcation

Send an email alert to users with permission to approve
plugins when a plugin approval is pending

Disabled

Default for img-responsive class
used in the IMG plugin

Default option for whether an image produced with the IMG
plugin has the img-responsive class - a plugin parameter
allows this to be overridden

Enabled

Enable edit plugin icons

Enables editing a plugin, via a popup form, without needing to
edit the whole page.
Requires JavaScript

Enabled

Toggle display of section and
plugin edit icons

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned
directly from any wiki page.

Enabled

None

Option

Description

Default

Plugin pending approval
notiﬁcation

Send an email alert to users with permission to approve
plugins when a plugin approval is pending

Disabled

Default for img-responsive class
used in the IMG plugin

Default option for whether an image produced with the IMG
plugin has the img-responsive class - a plugin parameter
allows this to be overridden

Enabled

Option

Description

Default

Enable edit plugin icons

Enables editing a plugin, via a popup form, without needing to
edit the whole page.
Requires JavaScript

Enabled

Toggle display of section and
plugin edit icons

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned
directly from any wiki page.

Enabled

None

Option

Description

Default

Plugin pending approval
notiﬁcation

Alert by e-mail users with permission to approve plugin when a
plugin is pending approval

Disabled

Enable edit plugin icons

Permits editing of a plugin, via a popup form, without needing to
edit the whole page.
Requires JavaScript

Enabled

Toggle display of section and
plugin edit icons

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned directly
from any wiki page.

Disabled

None

Option

Description

Default

Plugin pending approval
notiﬁcation

Alert by e-mail users with permission to approve plugin when a
plugin is pending approval

Disabled

Enable edit plugin icons

Permits editing of a plugin, via a popup form, without needing to
edit the whole page.
Requires JavaScript

Enabled

Toggle display of section and
plugin edit icons

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned directly
from any wiki page.

Disabled

None

Option

Description

Default

Plugin pending approval
notiﬁcation

Alert by e-mail users with permission to approve plugin when a
plugin is pending approval

Disabled

Option

Description

Default

Enable edit plugin icons

Permits editing of a plugin, via a popup form, without needing to
edit the whole page.
Requires JavaScript

Enabled

Toggle display of section and
plugin edit icons

Focused edit icons will only display after a per-session "Edit
icons" preference is enabled. This preference is deﬁned directly
from any wiki page.

Disabled

None

